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Mapping the Social Space of opinion: 
public Sociology and the op-ed in 
canada1

liSa KowalchuK 
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Abstract. Op-eds in newspapers represent an important form of intellectual de-
bate that helps shape public opinion and elite policy. For academics, writing 
op-eds offers an opportunity to publicize a book or other research findings, and 
to gain influence and attention for their ideas. Given a reward structure within 
the academy that stresses peer review publication, professors are at a decided 
structural disadvantage, compared to journalists, when they try to enter the op-
ed space. Thus op-eds give us a useful window into how academics and public 
sociologists enter the public sphere in comparison to columnists, think-tanks, 
politicians, social movement activists, and corporate leaders. Drawing on the in-
novative theoretical approach outlined by Ronald Jacobs and Eleanor Townsley, 
this paper offers an analysis of a selected set of Canadian op-eds and suggests 
a research agenda for studying op-eds in Canada. Not surprisingly, we find that 
journalists dominate the space of the op-ed in Canada. We also find that sociolo-
gists are fairly underrepresented compared to our obvious competitors in the so-
cial sciences. We conclude with thoughts about the implications of our findings 
for further research in the sociology of sociology, public sociology and the study 
of the social space of opinion. We also offer informed suggestions regarding nor-
mative and practical issues that Canadian sociologists should consider in light of 
these broader empirical patterns. 
Keywords: Op-eds, social space of opinion, media studies, Canadian public 
sociology

Résumé. Les articles publiés dans les pages d’opinion de la presse écrite (Op-Ed) 
sont une forme importante de débat intellectuel. Ils participent à la formation 
de l’opinion publique et la politique des élites. Pour le milieu académique, les 

1. This research was made possible through a grant from the Social Sciences and Human-
ities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC). The authors would also like to thank stu-
dent research assistants Tegan Ceschi-Smith and Terrence Hamilton for their work in 
the project, and the University of Guelph’s Undergraduate Research Assistant (URA) 
program. We are also grateful to the CJS reviewers for their insightful comments.
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Op-Ed offrent la possibilité de rendre public un livre ou des résultats de recher-
che. Cela permet également de gagner en influence et d’attirer l’attention sur 
ses idées. Mais, la structure de valorisation propre au milieu académique favo-
rise avant tout la diffusion des résultats par évaluation des pairs. Dès lors, d’un 
point de vue structurel, les professeurs sont clairement désavantagés par rapport 
aux journalistes lorsqu’ils tentent de participer au monde des Op-Ed. Ainsi, les 
Op-Ed offrent une perspective utile sur la manière dont le milieu académique 
et les sociologues publiques participent à la sphère publique. Cette perspective 
permet de comparer le milieu académique avec les éditorialistes, les groupes de 
réflexion, les politiciens, les activistes des mouvements sociaux et les leaders du 
monde corporatif. En se basant sur l’approche théorique innovante proposée par 
Ronald Jacobs et Eleanor Townsley, cet article analyse et propose un programme 
de recherche sur les Op-Ed au Canada. Sans grande surprise, nous avons trouvé 
que les journalistes sont les plus présents dans les Op-Ed. Nous avons égale-
ment trouvé que les sociologues sont plutôt sous-représentés par rapport à nos 
concurrents évidents des sciences sociales. En conclusion, nous réfléchissons 
aux implications de nos résultats pour de futures recherches en sociologie de la 
sociologie et en sociologie publique ainsi que pour l’étude de l’espace social de 
l’opinion. Nous partageons également des suggestions pour les enjeux normatifs 
et pratiques que les sociologues canadiens doivent considérer en lumière de ces 
larges modèles empiriques.
Mots clés: Op-Eds, l’espace social de l’opinion, études de medias, sociologie 
publique canadien

This special issue of CJS illustrates the international spread of an em-
passioned debate among sociologists about the future direction of 

their discipline ignited by Michael Burawoy’s call to elevate the pres-
ence and status of public sociology. Burawoy’s program entails a greater 
engagement by sociologists with civil society (nongovernmental organ-
izations, communities, movements) in the development of their research 
agenda, and the production of research outputs that are more access-
ible, relevant, and useful to nonacademic audiences. Burawoy and his 
supporters see the emphasis on public sociology as a way to revitalize 
the discipline, in particular, to solve several interrelated problems that it 
faces, at least in the US: a lack of internal coherence, declining public 
legitimacy, public misapprehension of what sociologists do, and min-
imal influence on policymaking (Burawoy 2004a; Turner 2006; Boyns 
and Fletcher 2005). Skeptics and critics within the discipline, converse-
ly, argue that “going public” will only hurt sociology’s public legitimacy, 
insofar as it constitutes a kind of left-liberal moralizing that is out of sync 
with majority currents of opinion. 

In our view, normative debates about the role of public sociology 
in Canada are best undertaken with reference to empirical research on 
the actual state of the discipline’s engagement in, and dialogue with, 
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the public through a variety of specific forums (McLaughlin et al. 2006; 
McLaughlin and Turcotte 2007). In other words, the issue of whether 
sociologists should do more public academic work in Canada begs the 
question of what place sociology actually occupies in the broader con-
temporary space of public opinion and debate.2 Burawoy’s program pre-
sumes the existence of a deficit in public forms of intellectual labour on 
the part of sociologists compared to other social scientists. Whether or 
not this is true in Canada is the empirical question that we address by 
looking at one particular form of public intellectual work by sociologists, 
namely opinion pieces in Canadian newspapers.  

The debate sparked by Burawoy (2005a; 2005b; 2005c; 2005d) has 
largely focused on the politics of public sociology, the consequences of 
this proposed direction for the discipline’s academic legitimacy and in-
tellectual project and, more recently, comparative questions as the debate 
spreads to the European Union, Russia, and Latin America and the global 
South. We have also seen a number of semi-autobiographical pieces that 
stress the personal experiences of various proponents and practitioners 
of public sociology. We believe that the debate requires a new focus on 
the dynamics of specific genres of public sociological work. Scholars 
can take their ideas outside scholarly journals and the classroom in sev-
eral ways, including TV appearances, popular books, public lectures and 
speeches and, in our contemporary wired world, blogs and web-pages.  
One of the most common versions of public sociology has long been the 
opinion piece in newspapers, a short 700–800 word essay published op-
posite the editorial page in most broadsheet and tabloid papers in North 
America. With this in mind, we look specifically at op-ed writing in Can-
ada, with an eye towards clarifying the sociological contours of this form 
of contributing to public debate.

As the first study of the “space” of the op-ed in Canada, our paper 
emphasizes questions about the role sociologists play in this form of in-
tellectual activity compared to other major opinion makers who operate 
in the journalistic, political, and academic fields. In mapping this space, 
we were guided by several questions. What role do sociologists in Can-
ada play in this form of intellectual dialogue and debate? What role do 

2. We leave aside, for now, the complex question of the relationship between public aca-
demics and public intellectuals, in Canada and more generally. For an excellent discus-
sion of the concept of the public intellectual, see Townsley (2005). For intellectuals in 
Canada, see Gagnon (1987), Brym and Myles (1989), Massolin (2001). Neil McLaugh-
lin is working on an essay with Townsley entitled the “The public intellectual debate 
in Canada” that will clarify some of the differences between public intellectuals and 
public academics, as well as discussing some US and Canadian comparisons.  Collini’s 
Absent Minds (2006) is essential reading for discussing the notion and the history of the 
public intellectual.
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academics from other disciplines play? How is this genre of writing to be 
understood theoretically? 

Burawoy actually says very little about op-eds per se, partly, we sus-
pect, because of his view that op-ed writing is an elite form of “tradition-
al” public sociology that is geared to “thin” publics, seeks the limelight, 
and addresses the public interest as conceived of in general terms. Tradi-
tional public sociology, according to Burawoy, reaches, “ a wide but thin 
audience and would include books that stimulate reflexive debate … or 
columns in national newspapers such as the New York Times.” This form 
of public sociology is traditional, for Burawoy because 

it formulates a common public ‘interest’ and it does so at arm’s length, 
in contrast to an organic or grassroots public sociology that engages the 
particularistic interests of more circumscribed publics — neighbourhood 
groups, communities of faith, labour organizations, and so on. (Burawoy 
2004a:5–6, emphasis in original) 

In this statement Burawoy is only considering op-eds in major national 
newspapers, and we think one cannot fully understand the op-ed space 
without taking regional and local papers into account. Any effort to dis-
tinguish between traditional and organic forms of op-ed writing would 
require, furthermore, a close examination of the actual texts, a sociologi-
cal analysis of the relationship of specific authors to various publics, and 
even an analysis of the “reflexive” (or not!) reception of texts, a range 
of issues we have not attempted to address in this preliminary analysis.3 
More generally, we believe Burawoy’s project requires further emphasis, 
not so much on individual sociologists and where they fit in his 2 x 2 
matrix (the focus in Burawoy’s address in Barcelona in August 2008 at 
the International Sociological Association Forum on public sociology), 
but on different genres of public sociology.4

In this paper we offer an analysis of a selected set of Canadian op-eds 
and suggest a research agenda for studying op-eds in Canada. We begin 
3. We leave aside for now a discussion of the concepts of “organic” and “traditional” 

intellectuals and Burawoy’s reliance on Gramscian notions developed in a rather differ-
ent historical context. Another aspect of Buroway’s typology that needs to be concep-
tualized more clearly is the distinction between thick and thin publics, something that 
we will not be attempting here.

4. For Burawoy (see for example 2004b), public sociology is one of four complementary 
types of sociological labour, each defined according to the type of audience to which it 
is directed (academic vs. nonacademic) and the type of knowledge it generates (instru-
mental vs. reflexive). Both public and critical sociology are reflexive in their subject 
of inquiry, that is, they are guided by ethical questions about society, but differ in 
that public sociology addresses nonacademic audiences. Both professional and policy 
sociology lie on the instrumental side of the knowledge axis in that they are geared to 
solving problems or puzzles, but the latter is conducted on a contractual basis for a 
client or sponsor outside of academe, such as a government bureaucracy or an NGO.
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by outlining our sampling and data-gathering strategy in our methods 
section, and then describe our findings regarding where sociologists fit 
in the space of op-ed writing in Canadian newspapers compared to other 
intellectuals who attempt to shape public opinion through this genre. We 
conclude with thoughts about the implications of our findings for further 
research in the sociology of sociology and the study of the social space 
of opinion, also offering informed suggestions regarding normative and 
practical issues that Canadian sociologists should consider in light of 
these broader empirical patterns.   

Studying and Mapping the SoCial SpaCe of Canadian opinion

Drawing from the pioneering research agenda of American sociologists 
Eleanor Townsley and Ronald Jacobs (Jacobs and Townsley 2004; Ja-
cobs and Townsley forthcoming), we regard op-eds as a useful entry 
point into the study of the public sphere and public sociology. There 
are several studies that use data on op-eds to answer larger questions 
(Nikolaev and Porpora 2007; Yagcioglu and Cem-Deger 2001), some 
of them involving Canadian data (Winter 2007). Jacobs and Townsley 
(2004) have written about the topic in the United States and will be pub-
lishing the definitive work on the topic in their book Media Intellectuals 
and the Social Space of Opinion (forthcoming).5 But no major study has 
looked at op-eds in Canada as a topic for sociological analysis, despite 
the fact that they are one of the more common means by which academ-
ics, journalists, and other intellectuals attempt to shape public opinion 
on a mass scale.  

When established or junior sociologists in Canada decide to step out 
of the ivory tower to engage the public, op-eds are an obvious option. 
Sociologists interested in reaching the pubic by writing op-eds, how-
ever, face a series of obstacles and challenges, not least of all competi-
tion from journalists, think-tank staff, politicians, and academics in other 
disciplines. Thinking sociologically about the nature of this particular 
space of opinion formation in the Canadian context is, for us, an im-
5. We owe the basic theoretical framework for this paper to Jacobs and Townsley, and 

have been working with them on comparative research on the Canadian versus the 
American space of social opinion. Their theoretical frame is powerful and innovative, 
combining elements of Bourdieu’s field analysis, Jeffrey Alexander’s strong program 
in the sociology of culture, and their own theoretical contributions to the sociology of 
the media and intellectuals, respectively. For example, see Jacobs (2009) and Towns-
ley (2005). Their forthcoming co-authored book, which deals with a range of genres 
beyond op-eds such as TV political talk shows, could provide a model for comparative 
research in the Canadian context.  For Bourdieu’s field theory as applied to journalism, 
see Bourdieu (2005). For a provocative discussion of Bourdieu in his public sociology 
stage, see Swartz (2000).
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portant precondition for asking useful empirical questions about public 
sociology.

An analysis of op-eds in contemporary newspapers also represents 
an entry point to the interaction, as well as intellectual and professional 
competition, between academics and journalists in modern society (Ja-
cobs and Townsley 2004). Both academia and journalism are organized 
around a deep division between fact and values (Jacobs and Townsley 
2004). Newspapers in the 18th and 19th centuries were extremely par-
tisan and politically motivated organs, where the emergence of mod-
ern journalistic practices encourages the ideal — if not the reality — of 
purely factual reporting (Schudson 1978; Starr 2004). This larger con-
text explains why the editorial and op-ed pages emerged as a specific 
space in newspapers where opinions could be expressed, without jeop-
ardizing the unbiased image of a paper oriented towards “news” rather 
than propaganda or political pamphleteering. As the modern newspaper 
developed, the owners of the press would publish their views, political 
endorsements, and opinions on the editorial pages, leaving the space op-
posite their interventions to three or four opinions written by columnists, 
politicians and, importantly for our purposes, the occasional academ-
ic. The spatial separation of “fact” and “opinion” in the very layout of 
the newspaper reflected the new ideology of professional journalism in 
mainstream media, particularly in the United States (Jacobs and Towns-
ley forthcoming). Canadian journalism generally followed the lead of 
the American, as well as the British and French model (Schiller 1981; 
Schudson 1978; 2005; Starr 2004). 

Academics are, of course, at a decided structural disadvantage when 
they try to enter into the op-ed space. This is partly because academia, 
like journalism, is organized around a fact and value division (Jacobs 
and Townsley 2004). The elite within the journalistic field are columnists 
who are elite precisely because they are paid to write their opinions on 
issues of their choosing. In contrast, the reward structure of the academy 
is organized around peer-reviewed publications, teaching, and university 
administration; nonacademic writing is not formally emphasized as a 
valued intellectual activity. It is true that op-eds in high-prestige venues 
tend to gain status and attention for intellectuals, including academics 
(Coser 1965). Moreover, university public relations offices want media 
attention for their faculty, provided this does not involve excessive con-
troversy or scandal. There are a number of reasons for academics to write 
op-eds, motivations sometimes linked to professional careers: publicity 
for a book, the promotion of research findings that have policy implica-
tions, and a general desire to gain influence and attention for one’s ideas. 
Nonetheless, the very logic of the academic field runs in the opposite 
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direction, stressing peer-reviewed scholarship and the battle for status 
within restricted audiences in the academic field (Clemens et al. 1995; 
Coser et al. 1982; Nock 1999; 2000). 

It is sometimes suggested that academics possess far fewer skills for 
influencing media discourse than other media-oriented actors such as PR 
firms, politicians, journalists, marketers, and the like, and, furthermore, 
that sociologists are even less media-savvy than other social scientists. 
It is likely, furthermore, that the quick pace of op-ed writing and the 
need to restrict discussion of theory and methods and limit word counts, 
makes it difficult for most academics to write regular op-eds. Overall, 
the space of the op-ed is one controlled and dominated by actors rooted 
in the journalistic field since this is clearly their professional home-turf.  
Nonetheless, with a large enough sample of op-eds it is possible to study 
both academics’ place within this form of opinion generation, and how 
professors’ contributions to the op-ed pages vary according to discipline, 
type of university, and other traits. While analyzing op-eds may point to 
patterns of professional competition between journalists and academics, 
it is the latter group’s op-ed writing that is our primary concern here. 
Hence we have little to say about the regular newspaper columnists and 
their contributions to the op-ed pages, and instead focus on academics in 
general, and sociologists, in particular, as op-ed writers.

What kinds of empirical questions, then, are prompted by this theor-
etical framework? Is our argument about the differences between the aca-
demic and journalistic fields supported by evidence from the realm of op-
ed writing? While we would certainly expect academics to be outnum-
bered by regular news columnists, how large a gap is there between these 
different professional groups, and how do journalists and columnists 
compare to other occupational groups, such as think-tank profession-
als, business leaders, politicians, etc? To what extent is the op-ed space 
opening up to contributors from nonjournalistic backgrounds now that 
funding sources in Canada push academics to do more policy-relevant 
research? Are there differences between the types of newspapers and the 
regions in Canada with regards to patterns in op-ed writing? Do scholars 
from Canada’s elite universities dominate op-ed writing or is there a more 
egalitarian institutional pattern, as suggested by some scholars and com-
mentaries on the Canadian academic field (Davies and Hammack 2005; 
McLaughlin 2005)? 

Our study also explores how these outcomes vary with the scope 
(national vs. local) and, to some extent, the ideology of the newspaper, 
as well as the research versus teaching focus of the institution in which 
academic authors are located. With the public sociology debate in mind, 
how often do sociologists write op-eds relative to columnists, journalists, 
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think-tank scholars, activists, and politicians? How often do sociologists 
appear, compared to their colleagues in other disciplines in and outside 
of the social sciences? The debate about public sociology in Canada will, 
we believe, be far more productive and useful if we ground our discus-
sions with a broad and empirically based map of the general social space 
of opinion in our particular national context (Jacobs and Townsley forth-
coming), something we outline in our empirical analysis below.

MethodS 

Our sample consists of op-eds published during the most recent full year 
of online newspapers available when we began the research (2005) and 
during an additional full year five years earlier, giving us data from the 
years 2004 and 1999. Ideally we would trace changes over time in the 
social space of opinion by obtaining a longitudinal sample from Canadian 
newspapers, and we intend to follow this research with more than two 
points of time in the late 20th and early 21st century. Here we chose 2004 
as the most recent national election year (Canada’s 38th federal election) 
and 1999, when there was no national election.6 Following Jacobs and 
Townsley, we note that national elections are likely to shape, in signifi-
cant ways, the content of op-ed writing and the composition (particularly 
disciplinary origin) of op-ed authors, precisely the issues we are study-
ing. This tendency is probably less pronounced in Canada than in the US 
because of our relatively short election cycle, and the less public nature of 
leadership struggles within major parties (we do not have American-style 
primaries), but we chose our sample partly with these issues in mind.

We selected newspapers with a view to providing some representa-
tion of the east and west coasts, the prairies, Ontario, and Quebec. Our 
sampling of the newspapers themselves was based partly on conven-
ience, since we included only those Canadian news dailies whose online 
archives could be accessed via the university libraries of Guelph, Mc-
Master, and the University of Western Ontario. Within each region, we 
chose one or two of the larger circulation dailies. For Quebec, we chose 
the main English-language newspaper, The Montreal Gazette, as well as 
the French-language Le Devoir. From the point of view of Quebec as a 
nation within a nation, Le Devoir is widely regarded as the province’s 
“national” newspaper. The choice of the Globe and Mail and the Na-
tional Post ensured that Canada’s two self-styled “national” papers were 
represented. As well, these two papers give voice to both the elite central 
Canadian establishment, and a new ideologically conservative perspec-

6. Provincial elections would likely have an effect on the rates of op-ed writing by political 
scientists in the regional newspapers, but it was too complex to factor in all the variables.
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tive in the national scene. To capture possible differences between the 
newspapers in medium-sized university towns, we included the Kitch-
ener Record and Guelph Mercury.

To select op-eds within each newspaper we used a systematic ran-
dom sampling technique (Riffe et al. 1998; Neuman 2006), collecting all 
the op-eds published every tenth day for 1999 and 2004.7 Several news-
papers in the sample, including the National Post and the Globe and 
Mail, have three or four op-eds each day, while papers like the Edmonton 
Journal and Kitchener Record tend to publish only one or two op-eds 
per issue. Of the total sample of 2215 op-eds (1999 and 2004 combined), 
the papers with the highest proportion of op-eds are the National Post 
(13%), the Vancouver Sun (12%), the Globe and Mail (11%), and the 
Toronto Star (10%). For the purpose of mapping the social space of  op-
ed writing in Canadian newspapers, items in the sample were coded for 
authors’ gender, national and provincial base, occupation, and, for those 
who were university professors, institution and discipline or program.

reSultS and diSCuSSion

Our analysis of the op-ed writers’ occupations8 reveals that, as anticipat-
ed, journalists, columnists, and broadcasters dominate the op-ed space in 

7. If no paper appeared on the tenth day, or if there was no op-ed in that issue, we took our 
sample from the next available issue that had op-eds.

8. When more than one occupation or role was stated, we coded the first stated occupa-
tion unless the op-ed was clearly written from the perspective of the second or third 
role. For multiple authors, we coded only the first author since the process becomes 
excessively complex otherwise. We are grateful to Eleanor Townsley for her advice on 
occupation coding.

Table 1: Distribution of Op-eds by Newspaper, 1999 and 2004 Samples 
Combined1

Newspaper Frequency Percent
National Post 286 12.9
Vancouver Sun 265 12.0
Globe and Mail 246 11.1
Montreal Gazette 244 11.0
Toronto Star 221 10.0
Winnipeg Free Press 211 9.5
Calgary Herald 209 9.4
Guelph Mercury 185 8.4
Edmonton Journal 142 6.4
Le Devoir 83 3.7
Kitchener Record 74 3.3
Halifax Chronicle-Herald 49 2.2
Total 2215 100.0
1. Le Devoir and the Halifax Chronicle-Herald were not searchable in the second period of our study. 

We left the papers in our sample, since they represent both linguistic and regional diversity.
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these newspapers, accounting for almost two-thirds of the sample. The 
percentage of journalists is almost eight times that of university profes-
sors (we bolded the data on professors, for emphasis), a group that con-
stitutes the next largest occupational group (see Table 2).

The relative proportion of op-ed writers’ occupations varies some-
what depending on the newspaper. It is beyond the scope of this article 
to fully probe and analyze the impact of circulation, ownership, ideol-
ogy, or other newspaper characteristics on the likelihood of particular 
occupational or academic perspectives appearing in the op-ed pages. A 
few patterns found in the two national English language newspapers as 
well as Canada’s major French language daily, however, are worth not-
ing (see Table 3).

Table 2: Op-ed Authors’ Occupation in 12 Canadian Newspapers
Occupation Frequency Percent

Journalists, columnists, broadcasters 1438 64.9
Professors 174 7.9
Think tank, advocacy, union 157 7.1
Politicians and diplomats 97 4.4
Writers and artists 87 3.9
Managers (public and private sector) 63 2.8
Professionals 58 2.6
Nonprofessional employees 23 1.0
Consultants 22 1.0
Nonoccupational role 22 1.0
School and college teachers 17 0.8
Student 11 0.5
Other 46 2.1
Total 2215 100.0

Table 3: Newspaper by Collapsed Occupation of Op-ed Author
Globe and 

Mail  
National Post

Le Devoir Kitchener 
and Guelph

Montreal 
Gazette

Large-
city Pa-

pers 
Total

Journalists 341
66%

25
31.2%

121
48.2%

163
69.7%

788
73.2%

1438
66.8%

Think tank, 
advocacy, 
union

38
7.4%

8
10.0%

12
4.8%

14
6.0%

85
7.9%

157
7.3%

Professors 57
11.1%

22
27.5%

9
3.6%

25
10.7%

60
5.6%

173
8.0%

All others1 76
14.8%

25
31.2%

109
43.4%

32
13.7%

143
13.3%

385
17.9%

Total 512
100.0%

80
100.0%

251
100.0%

234
100.0%

1076
100.0%

2153
100.0%

1. “All others” consists of politicians and diplomats; public and private sector managers; writers 
and artists; school and college teachers; professionals; homemakers; consultants; nonprofessional 
employees; entrepreneurs; students, nonorganizational role, and unknowns.
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We grouped newspapers into five categories according to their circu-
lation scope, keeping our two Quebec-based papers separate. A note-
worthy difference emerges in the percentage of journalists in the dif-
ferent news outlets. While they make up 64.5% of the overall sample, 
they write only 30% of Le Devoir’s op-eds, compared to 67.5% in the 
National Post and 60.2% in the Globe and Mail. Le Devoir makes up 
for this difference in the percentage of academics, and to a lesser extent 
politicians, think-tank staff, and public and private managers who pub-
lish op-eds. Most interesting for our purposes, however, is that while 
academics account for 8% of the total sample, in Le Devoir they make 
up 27.7%. This perhaps points to the importance of academics in Que-
bec political life in the post-1960s era, and the general esteem in which 
intellectuals are held in French (and thus Québécois) culture.9 It also 
lends credence to the widespread perception of Le Devoir as more intel-
lectually oriented than its French-language counterparts in Quebec and 
in the rest of Canada. This may be linked to the fact that it is the only 
mainstream news daily in Quebec, and one of the few in Canada, that 
is independently owned. The evidence we offer here certainly suggests 
that Le Devoir is closer to an intellectually oriented European model for 
newspapers than either the Globe and Mail or the National Post.

Professors’ presence is also higher than the sample average in the 
Globe and Mail (12.6%), perhaps suggesting the desire of the newspaper 
to appeal to a more elite and educated audience or the higher status as-
sociated with writing for the Globe. There are fewer academics writing 
for the National Post (9.1%) than Le Devoir and The Globe and Mail, 
something not surprising given the antiacademic bent of National Post’s 
neoconservatism and the left-liberal leanings of academics (Nakhaie and 
Brym 1999). If we remove journalists from the analysis (see Table 4), 
professors (bolded again for emphasis) make up 22.4% of the nonjour-
nalist op-ed writers. This places professors almost neck and neck with 
the next largest category, consisting of labour unions, think tanks, and 
policy institute staff together with members or staff of advocacy organ-
izations (20.2% of the nonjournalist authors). Politicians and diplomats 
together make up 12.5% of the nonjournalists, just ahead of freelance 
writers and artists (11.2%). Managers in the public and private sector 
make up 8%10 while the rest of the sample is made up of several smaller 
categories. 

In addition to occupation, another important variable to look at as we 
map the social space of opinion is national base of the authors. Canada is 

9. For an important book that raises questions about the ways in which Anglo-American 
intellectuals see the French intellectual class, see Collini (2006).

10. These include a small number of university presidents and chancellors.
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a relatively small nation that has been historically dominated culturally 
and economically by Great Britain and, more recently, the United States. 
This context makes us particularly interested in knowing more about the 
national origins of the op-ed writers in our sample. As it turns out, the 
vast majority (90.6%) of authors in the overall sample resides in Canada; 
only 5% hail from the US and 2.3% from the UK. Despite the fears of 
Canadian nationalists, often justified, of the foreign domination of intel-
lectual life here (Cormier 2004), the social space of opinion represented 
by op-eds in Canadian newspapers is solidly indigenous.11 While the cul-
tural imprint of France, the first European power to establish a colonial 
presence in Canada, could be felt in Quebec for several centuries after 
its displacement by Britain, it does not supply op-ed authors to Quebec 
newspapers. This is seen in the low percentage of “other” national ori-
gins in the two Quebec newspapers in our sample, even lower than in 
the sample overall (2.5%). Also absent from our op-ed pages, as this 
figure makes clear, are opinion-makers from other European countries, 
from the Americas more broadly, and from elsewhere in the developing 
world.12 

11. Canadian sociologists have had some recent debate about questions of the British ver-
sus the American influence on, or dominance of, our intellectual life. Clearly we see 
more than twice as many American as British op-eds in our papers. This still suggests, 
however, a fair amount of British influence given the much larger American popula-
tion and number of newspapers and columnists. Moreover, it would be strange if there 
were not more links with the US than with Britain, given the realities of geography, 
something that still matters even under globalization.

12.  While we did not look specifically for Mexico or other Latin American countries for 
national origin, the data indicate that while our economic ties with our two major south-
ern neighbours have become tighter in the past two decades, as yet there is no equiva-
lent integration of citizen editorializing on issues of the day. 

Table 4: Occupation of Nonjournalist Op-ed Authors in 12 Canadian 
Newspapers

Occupation Frequency Percent
Professors 174 22.4
Think tank, advocacy, union 157 20.2
Politicians and diplomats 97 12.5
Writers and artists 87 11.2
Managers (public and private sector) 63 8.1
Professionals 58 7.4
Nonprofessional employee 23 2.9
Consultants 22 2.8
Nonoccupational role 22 2.8
School and college teachers 17 2.1
Student 11 1.4
Other 46 5.9
Total 777 100.0
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Given the traditional dominance of men in the public sphere and 
fields of power in society, it is not surprising that, according to our data, 
op-ed writing in Canada is a strongly gendered forum of public com-
munication. Male op-eds writers make up almost three-quarters of our 
sample (see Table 5).

It is worth noting that women’s representation varies according to the 
authors’ reported occupational status. While women make up 26.3% of 
our sample, and about the same percentage of the journalists, there is less 
gender parity in the more prestigious nonjournalist categories such as 
university professor, politician/diplomat, and writer/artist, and consider-
ably more in the lower status roles such as school teacher, nonprofes-

Table 5. Occupation by Gender of Op-ed Authors in 12 Canadian News-
papers

Occupation Male Female Unknown1 Total
Journalists, columnists, broadcast-
ers

1038
72.2%

396
27.5%

4
0.3%

1438
100%

Professors 144
82.8%

27
15.5%

3
1.7%

174
100.0%

Think tank, advocacy, union 124
79.0%

32
20.4%

1
.6%

157
100.0%

Politicians and diplomats 77
79.4%

17
17.5%

3
3.1%

97
100.0%

Writers and artists 60
69.0%

24
27.6%

3
3.4%

87
100.0%

Managers (public and private sec-
tor)

49
77.8%

12
19.0%

2
3.2%

63
100.0%

Professionals 42
72.4%

15
25.9%

1
1.7%

58
100.0%

Blue collar and clerical employees 13
56.5%

10
43.5%

0
.0%

23
100.0%

Consultants 18
81.8%

4
18.2%

0
.0%

22
100.0%

Nonoccupational role 15
68.2%

7
31.8%

0
.0%

22
100.0%

School and college teachers 9
52.9%

7
41.2%

1
5.9%

17
100.0%

Student 6
54.5%

4
36.4%

1
9.1%

11
100.0%

Other 18
39.1%

28
60.9%

0
.0%

46
100.0%

Total 1613
72.8%

583
26.3%

19
.9%

2215
100.0%

1. In some cases, the author’s gender could not be determined because the author’s full first name 
was not given.
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sional employee, nonorganizational role, and those whose status was not 
stated as one can see in Table 5. Even though the status competition from 
within the newspapers (between beat reporters) and from without (be-
tween free-lance writers and writers more generally) for the prestigious 
job of columnist is intense and dominated by men, it appears that woman 
do better in breaking the glass ceiling in journalism than they do in the 
academic profession when it comes to op-ed writing.

Turning to a more fine-tuned analysis of university professors them-
selves in the sample,13 Table 6 presents the broad breakdown of their aca-
demic fields or discipline groups. Again, we are interested in the extent 
to which the representation of the fields in the op-ed pages approximates 
their actual proportions in the Canadian professoriate. We know that the 
proportions of Canadian university professors are as follows: profes-
sional fields 27%, the social sciences 25%, the sciences 20%, humanities 
19.5%, and business disciplines 7% (Canadian Association of University 
Teachers [CAUT] 2008a).14 As seen in Table 6, both the ordering and 
the proportions of the broad fields among op-ed writers differ in several 
ways from their representation in Canadian academia.

13. Our unit of analysis, it should be noted, is the op-ed, not the professor. It is possible 
that some professors have authored more than one op-ed in our sample. However, since 
we are interested in the relative weight of discipline and gender rather than particular 
individuals, this does not detract from our analysis.

14. We regrouped CAUT’s data to reflect as much as possible the categories we used in our 
coding. Social science in the CAUT figures excludes business and law, and includes 
education, a category that did not appear in our data. Professionals encompass all the 
healthcare occupations, as well as engineering, law, and architecture. Humanities in-
cludes the fine arts. The sciences encompass math and physical sciences as well as 
agricultural and biological sciences.

Table 6: Academic Op-ed Authors by Faculties

Broad Field Canadian Association of University 
Teachers Data

Social science 107
61.5%

9723
25%

Professional 30
17.2%

10,305
27%

Humanities 28
16.1%

7467
19.5%

Business 7
4.0%

2709
7%

Science and math 2
1.1%

7800
20%

Total 174
100%

38,2981

100%
1. The CAUT data include an additional category of “unreported,” with 294 cases.
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Though we would expect professional faculty to dominate the writing 
of op-eds, given that they constitute the largest proportion of Canada’s 
professoriate, social scientists are clearly the leaders in op-ed writing in 
our sample; social scientists make up 25% of Canadian professors but 
account for almost two-thirds of the op-ed authors. Professional faculty 
are our next largest category (17%), a proportion that is nonetheless con-
siderably smaller than their share of Canadian professors. Humanities 
(16%) and business faculty (4%) approximate their share of the faculty 
complement. 

The most striking divergence is seen in the sciences. The third largest 
disciplinary grouping in Canadian universities, they barely register in the 
op-ed pages. This does not mean, of course, that scientists do not have a 
public presence. Obviously they do, as seen in such forums as Science, 
on TV shows, in lectures on science topics put on by universities, and in 
best-selling, or at least widely available books of popular science. There 
is even an academic journal that deals with the issue of science and the 
public called The Public Understanding of Science. Furthermore, a sys-
tematic content analysis of news articles would undoubtedly reveal that 
scientists, more often than scholars from other disciplines, are quoted as 
“expert” news sources. Whatever the reason, scientists tend not to write 
op-eds.

When we examine how the disciplinary groupings appear in specific 
newspapers, some interesting differences emerge, as seen in Table 7.15 
One interesting contrast that emerges is that while the social sciences 
make up 61% of the academic writers overall, this proportion is con-

15. Given the small number of cases in some cells, our results are only suggestive of pat-
terns in the gravitation of different news outlets toward particular kinds of academic-
authored op-eds. We intend to do further research to increase the sample size among 
academics and address the methodological and quantitative questions that have to be 
addressed to say something more definitive.   

Table 7: Fields of Academic Op-ed Authors for Selected Newspapers
Field Globe and Mail National Post Le Devoir

Social science 15
48.4%

12
46.2%

13
56.5%

Professional 9
29.0%

7
26.9%

2
8.7%

Humanities 3
9.7%

5
19.2%

6
26.1%

Business 4
12.9%

2
7.7%

1
4.3%

Science and math 0
0%

0
0%

1
4.3%

Total 31
100%

26
100%

23
100.0%
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siderably lower in the two national newspapers, and even lower in Le 
Devoir.16 There are also several interesting differences between Le De-
voir and the two national English-language newspapers. Le Devoir has a 
larger percentage of social scientists and especially humanities scholars 
than the Globe and Mail and National Post. In fact, of all the newspapers 
in our sample, the humanities have their highest representation in Le 
Devoir (26%), more than twice their proportion in the Globe and Mail, 
and considerably higher than the average of the other newspapers in the 
sample (16%).The presence of the humanities and social sciences may 
reflect the French pattern of public intellectual involvement dominated 
by disciplines such as sociology, literature, and philosophy. It may also 
reflect Le Devoir’s status as the premier French-language newspaper of 
the Quebec nation within a nation, especially given the historical role 
that intellectuals and academics have played in disseminating nationalist 
sentiment in the province since the 1960s. The elite national newspapers 
in English Canada, in contrast, contain far more contributions from pro-
fessional and (especially in the Globe and Mail) business faculties. Con-
versely, professional faculty make up 29% and 27% of the Globe and 
Post respectively, and only 9% of Le Devoir’s op-eds. Professionals are 
the second largest field in both the Globe and Mail and National Post. 
While the proportion of business faculty in Le Devoir (4%) mirrors their 
presence in the broader sample, business scholars have a larger presence 
in the Globe and Mail (13%) and the National Post (8%). 

When we disaggregate the data regarding the social sciences and hu-
manities, it is clear that sociologists make far less use of the op-ed as a 
means of communicating with broader audiences than their colleagues in 
political science and economics, as we see in Table 8.

Political scientists, in fact, are the largest category of all the academ-
ic op-ed writers, and economists are the third largest after professional 
faculty. Historians follow closely behind the economists as the fourth 
largest group of op-ed writers in academe, and are more than twice as 
numerous as sociologists. Business faculty in Canada are represented 
in our data in the same proportion as sociology.17 Sociologists are also 
outnumbered by international development faculty.18 Our “other social 

16. The social sciences have their highest representation in some of the smaller news-
papers, for example, accounting for 95% of the 16 academic writers in the Calgary 
Herald, and 75% of the 12 academics in the Winnipeg Free Press.

17. An alternative categorization scheme that perhaps better reflects the weight of the busi-
ness perspective in Canada’s op-ed pages is to combine business and economics, based 
on the similarities in their overarching focus and frameworks. An economics-business 
category overtakes the professionals as the second largest group of op-ed writers, mak-
ing up 18% of the sample. We thank Rick Helmes-Hayes for this insight.

18. For a discussion of op-ed writing within this field see Bishara (2004).
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sciences” category encompasses several disciplines that are each repre-
sented by only one or two cases: psychology, criminology, policy stud-
ies, anthropology, geography, etc. Only two of the op-eds are authored 
by scholars in women’s studies programs, and there are eight from other 
interdisciplinary programs (environmental, rural, native studies, etc.), 
a combined total essentially the same as sociology’s representation. As 
with the broad academic fields, these data do not reflect the proportion of 
specific disciplines at Canadian universities. Most striking in this regard 
is the fact that political scientists and economists make up only 2.3% and 
2.6%, respectively, of Canadian university faculty (CAUT 2008a) while 
writing 21.3% and 13.8%, respectively, of the academic op-eds.

There are a number of findings in Table 8 that seem counterintui-
tive. Given the expansion of criminology programs across the country, 
it is surprising that there are only two criminologist-authored op-eds in 
the sample. Part of the issue, of course, is the low number of criminolo-
gists in Canada relative to sociologists (108 compared to 1095). Given 
the public interest in crime-related topics, one might have thought there 
would be more criminologists operating in this genre than we found. 
We suspect that a news content analysis would reveal a much higher 
representation of academic criminology faculty who are cited as news 
sources in articles on crime and criminal justice policy than we see here. 
It also may be that criminologists’ desire to remain “scientific,” and dis-
tance themselves from a more ideological position often associated with 
sociology proper, explains the relatively low number of criminologists 
writing op-eds. Alternatively, the postmodern “critical” wing of Can-
adian criminology may be more skeptical of popular writing than more 
“old-fashioned” radical or liberal Canadian sociologists (Ericson  2006).    

Since various academic disciplines are gendered in distinct ways, 
this is another factor worth consideration. As we have mentioned, there 

Table 8: Academic Op-Ed Authors’ Discipline in Combined Canadian 
Newspapers

Discipline Frequency Percent
Political science 37 21.3
Professional 30 17.2
Economics 24 13.8
Other social science 21 12.1
History 18 10.3
Women’s studies and other interdisciplinary programs 10 5.7
Humanities 10 5.7
International Development 8 4.6
Sociology 7 4.0
Business 7 4.0
Science and math 2 1.1
Total 174 100.0
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are fewer women among the academic authors than in the sample as a 
whole — 15.4% compared to 27%.19 Women are also underrepresented 
in the op-ed pages compared to the gender ratio among Canadian aca-
demic faculty today, where women make up 32% (CAUT 2008b). Our 
data also allows us to compare the variation in women’s presence across 
disciplines in the op-ed pages with the gender ratios found in Canadian 
university fields and departments. According to recent data reported by 
CAUT (2008b), women make up 61.6% of faculty in health professions 
and occupations, 49% in education, 40% in the fine arts, 41% in hu-
manities, 33.6% in the social sciences (this encompasses the law faculty 
where women make up 40%), 27% in agricultural sciences, 14.6% in 
math and physical sciences, and 11.5% in engineering and applied sci-
ences. Within these broad fields, of course, there are substantial differ-
ences in the gender composition of various disciplines. For example, 
within the social sciences, the percentage of women remains much lower 
in political science (28.6%), business (27.5%), and economics (18%), 
than in sociology (46.6% ) and law (40%). 

In our op-ed data, the general patterns of women’s presence across the 
disciplines are largely commensurate with this breakdown, even though 
the proportions of op-ed authors are lower in every field. Women are 
underrepresented in the op-ed pages in general relative to their propor-
tion of Canadian academic faculty, as noted above. The disciplines with 
the highest percentage of women writing op-eds are the professional fac-
ulty, and women’s studies and other interdisciplinary programs, where 
they comprise about a third of the authors. The next largest proportion 
of women is found in the business disciplines (about 25%), and the hu-
manities (14%). The disciplines in which women have the lowest rep-
resentation are sociology, political science, and the other social sciences 
(about 10% in each of these), and economics where there are no women 
authors. Given that sociology is one of the disciplines in which gender 
parity has advanced the furthest in academe, the low percentage of fe-
male sociologists in the op-ed pages is surprising. But with only seven 
cases in this category and similarly small numbers in several others, we 
cannot regard these patterns as representative of academic op-ed writ-
ing in Canada more generally. We would need a larger sample of op-eds 
authored by university faculty to understand the gender-discipline cor-
relation to understand why women academics, irrespective of discipline, 
are underrepresented in op-ed writing in general.20 

19. Academic women have increased their presence among op-ed writers over the five-
year period encompassed by our data, rising from 12.6% in 1999 to 18.2% in 2004.

20. As of 2004, women make up 19.3% of full professors in Canada, 35.2% of associ-
ate professors, and 40.9% at the assistant level (CAUT 2008b). We could speculate 
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Any analysis of the relative presence of academic disciplines in the 
op-ed pages has to take account of major events in the broader environ-
ment. For example, in the weeks before and after an election campaign, 
the prevalence of the writings of scholars from particular specializations, 
especially political science, economics, and history, will be heightened 
by both supply and demand factors. That is, scholars from these disci-
plines are likely to be more motivated to disseminate their expert opinion 
on public issues during these periods, and newspaper editors more wel-
coming of essays by people with recognized expertise on the most press-
ing and topical matters that their outlets are covering. The 2004 national 
election year undoubtedly goes some way to explaining the increase in 
the relative proportion of political scientists compared to 1999. Indeed, 
only in 2004 do political scientists constitute the single largest category 
of op-ed writers (25.3%). In 1999 they are the second most prevalent cat-
egory (17.2%) after the professional categories (19.5%). However, the 
fact that even in 1999, political science is more highly represented than 
all other disciplines except the professionals — almost 4% higher than 
economics (12.6%) and history (12.6%), and fully 10% higher than soci-
ology (7%) — indicates that electoral seasons do not explain everything 
about the disciplinary variance in op-ed authorship. There are about 225 
more sociologists than political scientists in Canada, with the two disci-
plines representing 11% and 8% of all social science faculty respectively 
(CAUT 2008a), which makes political scientists’ greater presence in the 
op-ed pages all the more striking.

Institutional factors are also worth serious consideration. Professors 
in Canada are employed in relatively autonomous university institutions 

that women’s underrepresentation in the op-ed pages has to do with the lower average 
professional status of female academics, which is partly tied to the relatively recent in-
crease in women’s presence in academe. More women than men do not yet have tenure 
and/or have not advanced up the ranks from associate to full professor. At the same 
time, op-ed writing is not rewarded to the same degree as peer-reviewed publications 
and conferences when it comes to tenure and promotion; the recompense is in softer 
terms of status and perhaps fulfillment. Therefore women, more than men, need to fo-
cus their writing on realms that are academically and professionally recognized. Since 
newspapers are more exposed to market and political pressures than universities and 
the training time for an op-ed writing journalist is less than for a tenured professor with 
a PhD, they both have the incentives and the ability to do more to improve the gender 
balance in their organizations. It is also possible that women who do endeavor to share 
their expertise beyond academic audiences choose activities that are more oriented to 
“thick” publics (research projects involving community groups come to mind, such as 
participatory action research), than to the “thin” publics exemplified by readers of mass 
print media. For a discussion of the relationship between gender, academic rank, and 
the quantity and type of publication output, see Nakhaie (2002). For an analysis of gen-
der, rank, and discipline, see Nakhaie (2007). Finally, the gender ratio among faculty at 
different types of universities may play a role here since almost 60% of academic op-ed 
authors work at research-intensive universities (see below). 
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that hire and tenure their faculty largely based on the peer-reviewed pub-
lishing they produce and the teaching they do. There are different types of 
university institutions, however, and the differences between research-in-
tensive universities with graduate programs and teaching-oriented institu-
tions focused on undergraduate students must be taken into account as we 
think about academics and their publics. The Canadian higher educational 
system is structured differently than the American system; we do not have 
the steep hierarchical divisions between state or city colleges and elite 
institutions such as Harvard and Yale, based on massive endowments and 
high and variable levels of tuition. Compared to the hierarchical Amer-
ican system, Canada’s educational arrangements are relatively “flat” 
(Davies and Hammack 2005; McLaughlin 2005). There is a difference 
between the social structure of elite research universities like University 
of Toronto, McGill, and the University of British Columbia and more 
teaching-oriented schools such as St. Mary’s, St. Thomas, and Trent, but 
these differences are not as great as between Harvard and the least presti-
gious universities in the United States. In addition, the American system 
has a range of elite-oriented and expensive high-status private liberal arts 
schools that do not (yet) exist in a significant way in Canada.  

How is the writing of op-eds shaped by the institutional location of 
the university in which professors are employed? One could imagine 
that professors at teaching-intensive institutions write more op-eds than 
research-oriented faculty, since the pressures to produce peer-reviewed 
publications for tenure and promotion tend to be less onerous. One 
could also claim that the style of work one does everyday when teaching 
undergraduates is more similar to what one does when writing an op-ed 
than is writing for high-level, peer-reviewed publications and in teaching 
graduate students. Or, it may be that university professors at the more 
research-oriented institutions write more op-eds because their research 
skills and publishing records give them more original and credible things 
to say and because the status of the institutions they represent makes 
newspapers more willing to publish their op-eds. This is an empirical 
question that needs to be addressed in light of the representation of re-
search- and teaching-intenstive universities in Canadian academe.

For the 174 professor-authored op-eds in the sample, we coded the 
universities with which they were affiliated at the time the op-ed was 
written. About 6% were universities outside of Canada, all but one of 
these in the US. We then recoded the Canadian universities based on the 
categorization scheme used by MacLeans magazine in its annual rank-
ing of these institutions.21 Teaching-intensive institutions are represented 

21. Not all universities participate in MacLeans annual ranking. With one exception, all the 
Canadian universities that appeared in our sample were also categorized by MacLeans. 
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by the undergraduate category; these are universities that have few MA 
or PhD programs. Universities in the comprehensive category are more 
research-oriented and grant graduate degrees, including the PhD level. 
Medical-doctoral universities offer a wider range of PhD programs, and 
because they encompass medical schools, enjoy larger financial endow-
ments. 

Table 9 provides a breakdown of op-ed writing by institutional loca-
tion. The table shows that of the op-eds authored by professors, almost 
two thirds come from the top tier, as it were — the medical-doctoral 
institutions. A further 27% are based at comprehensive universities. 
Only 6% of the op-eds are authored by professors at teaching-intensive 
universities. When we exclude the non-Canadian cases, fully two-thirds 
come from top tier institutions, and a further 30% from comprehensive 
institutions. This pattern varies little across the major types of news-
papers (table not shown). A notable exception in this regard is the Mont-
real Gazette where 81% of its academic op-ed authors are employed at 
medical-doctoral institiutions, only 12% at comprehensive universities, 
and none at undergraduate universities. This mainly reflects the strong 
presence of McGill University in the Gazette’s op-ed pages, a phenom-
enon we will discuss below. 

The data shown in Table 9 diverge little from the actual proportions 
that each tier represents within Canadian academe. According to recent 
data from CAUT (2008a), 60% of Canadian faculty are employed at 
medical-doctoral institutions, 24.1% at comprehensive universities, and 
15.7% at undergraduate-oriented universities. But taking into account 
that the 11 US faculty in our sample are all from top tier US schools, the 
percentage of authors at medical-doctoral institutions rises to 66%, mak-
ing them slightly overrepresented relative to faculty numbers in Canada. 
At the same time, professors at teaching-oriented Canadian universities 
are somewhat underrepresented in the op-ed pages. On the whole, then, 
the data suggest that faculty at undergraduate-focused institutions are 

The exception, l’Université de Québec a Montréal (UQAM), we categorized as com-
prehensive. 

Table 9  Academic Op-ed Authors by Type of University

Type of Institution Frequency Percent
Medical-doctoral 104 59.7
Comprehensive 47 27
Undergraduate 10 5.7
American 11 6.3
Foreign 2 0.1
Total 174 100.0
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at a slight disadvantage compared to those employed at more research-
oriented institutions when it comes to appearing in the op-ed pages. The 
extent to which this reflects the incentive structures, time constraints, 
and other factors within these universities, as well as the selection cri-
teria of news editors, is a question for further research.

Our analysis also points to the relative influence of specific Canadian 
universities in the op-ed pages. McGill provides the largest percentage 
(17.8%) of op-eds, followed by the University of Calgary (9.8%) and the 
University of Toronto (6.3%). All three are medical-doctoral institutions. 
Only one of the institutions that appears among the top five in op-ed 
authorship, Simon Fraser, belongs to the comprehensive category.22 As 
to why McGill University faculty appear so much more often than other 
top tier schools, we suspect it has something to do with geography, lan-
guage, and to some extent, politics. Obviously, there is a mutual affinity 
between newspapers and academic authors in the same city or province 
— academics tend to write op-eds for papers in their own city and region 
of the country. This is seen, for example, in the fact that 76.5% of Uni-
versity of Calgary op-ed writers appear in the Calgary Herald. Looking 
at this relationship another way, in terms of the weight of specific uni-
versities within each newspaper, 81.2% of the academic-authored op-eds 
in the Calgary Herald come out of the University of Calgary, compared 
to only 7% in the two national newspapers. Of McGill-authored op-eds, 
65.6% appear in the Montreal Gazette. Again, looking at this as the per-
centage of each university within each newspaper, 84% of the Montreal 
Gazette’s academic-authored op-eds come from McGill, compared to 
12% of the two national newspapers. 

Geographic affinity does not fully explain why McGill’s proportion 
in the Montreal Gazette is so much higher than other top tier universities’ 
presence in similarly located large newspapers; McGill dominates the 
Gazette’s academic-authored op-eds even more than the University of 
Calgary dominates the Calgary Herald. Nor does geographic proximity 
alone account for the large presence of McGill among the academic-
authored op-eds in general (17.8%) compared to the University of To-
ronto (6.3%). Indeed, McGill’s presence in the op-ed pages of the two 
national newspapers which are both based in Toronto (12.3%), is not that 
far behind the University of Toronto (17.5%). 

We suspect that a combination of language and politics plays a role 
here. Quebec’s internal politics, and its interaction with the federal and 
22. We must emphasize that our sample does not allow us to claim which universities 

in Canada have faculty who write more or fewer op-eds. For practical reasons, we 
gathered data from selected newspapers; if we had included the Saskatoon, Hamilton, 
Regina, Ottawa, Quebec City, St. John’s, London, and Charlottetown papers, the results 
might have been different. 
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other provincial governments, hold enormous, nation-wide importance 
as a news topic in Canada. For editors of national newspapers seeking 
or considering English-language expert opinion on these issues, op-eds 
written by Anglophone scholars based in Quebec have an obvious value. 
McGill, as a top tier school, would hold as much or more appeal to these 
newspapers as scholars from a Toronto-based research-intensive univer-
sity. The same is true of the most important English-language daily in 
Quebec, the Montreal Gazette. This partly explains why McGill makes 
up 84% of the academic op-eds in the Gazette but only 8.7% in Le Devoir. 
Language explains why l’Université du Montréal appears only once as 
the institutional base of the 25 academic op-eds in the Montreal Gazette, 
compared to 21 op-eds by McGill scholars in this newspaper. A content 
analysis of op-eds by scholars, which is beyond the scope of this paper, 
could discern whether Quebec politics is a common focus of the pieces 
by McGill faculty. Given these results, it may also be worth exploring 
the internal culture of McGill to see if there are distinctions between how 
various research universities see their role in promoting broad intellec-
tual debate as opposed to narrower academic peer-reviewed scholarship 
(for a discussion of the early history of McGill University sociology, see 
Shore 1987).

ConCluSionS: SoCiology and the op-ed in Canada 

Our preliminary map of the space of opinion in Canada using the op-
ed as an indicator has allowed us to talk about a number of tendencies 
and patterns. More empirical research, however, is required to develop 
a fuller analysis of opinion formation and the role of sociologists in this 
process. We conclude by first laying out some ideas for further empirical 
research that would help sociologists construct a better picture of the 
relationship between academics, sociologists, and public opinion forma-
tion through studying the writing and reading of op-eds. Moving beyond 
this important but narrower academic agenda, we also offer some more 
speculative and normative thoughts regarding the question of the op-
ed and Canadian sociology in relation to the larger debate stimulated 
by Michael Burawoy and the increasingly global debate about public 
sociology.

While we have analyzed a sizeable data-set, a larger sample of aca-
demic op-eds, a longitudinal design, and the use of multivariate statis-
tical methods would allow a more systematic look at the patterns we have 
examined here. Examining a greater number of op-eds by academics 
would permit more reliable observations as to who writes them. Content 
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analysis would allow us to examine the claims they make (for a model 
for content analysis of op-eds, see Jacobs and Townsley forthcoming). 
In addition, while we have speculated about some of the reasons for the 
patterns we found, a closer look at both the internal dynamics of news-
papers (for example, decision-making about which op-eds are accepted 
or solicited) and within universities (what incentives exist for writing 
op-eds, what training and support do scholars receive in their distinct 
disciplines and universities?) would say something more definitive about 
both the pushes and the pulls that determine the rate of op-ed writing by 
academics, by sociologists, by women, and by scholars situated in differ-
ent institutional contexts. What do universities (for example, the public 
relations offices and deans), and national funding institutions (SSHRC, 
in particular, in the social sciences and humanities), do to encourage 
more public engagement on the part of academics, and how well are their 
efforts succeeding? What potential role do campus-based research insti-
tutes play in promoting public writing and encouraging faculty to engage 
in public intellectual debate and dialogue based on expert knowledge?

In addition to these institutional issues, there are also important 
questions to ask about the content of the op-eds. If op-ed writing is a 
way for academics to communicate their discipline-specific scholarly 
knowledge to a wider audience, then how are sociologists utilizing this 
space? Are they presenting the findings of their scientific research, or 
are they making moral and normative claims? How does this look in 
comparative context in light of the ways other disciplines communicate 
to the public? From our perspective, Burawoy’s discussion of the public 
academic work of other disciplines tends to be excessively polemical 
and sociology-centred. These kinds of questions require a more detailed 
content analysis of op-eds, something we are in the process of undertak-
ing in the Canadian context, following the research design developed by 
Jacobs and Townsley (forthcoming) for their research on the social space 
of opinion in the United States.

This research agenda requires more conceptual clarity as well as 
more empirical research. This is particularly true with regards to the dis-
tinction Burawoy draws between “organic” and “traditional” public soci-
ologists (Burawoy 2004a). To discern whether op-eds by sociologists 
and other social scientists represent organic public intellectual work — 
based on engagement with social movements, grassroots organizations, 
or local communities — or whether they represent a traditional interven-
tion aimed at the well-educated readers of prestigious national news-
papers, requires a more detailed examination of specific op-eds and their 
reception. As we emphasized above, this is something we have not done 
here but could usefully explore in the future. Much more could be said, 
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furthermore, regarding the claims we have implicitly made regarding 
regional, economic, and social structural bases for the patterns we found 
in op-ed writing, as well as the internal culture of specific newspapers 
(the Globe and Mail, versus Le Devoir or National Post, for example). 
We will put some of these issues in international comparative context as 
part of a research team in the United States, Australia, and Canada led by 
Jacobs and Townsley.

Over and above the important theoretical and empirical questions 
that could be addressed by further study of the op-ed in Canada and be-
yond, there is also a range of normative questions worth considering in 
light of the public sociology debate. Clearly, it would be impossible for 
Canadian sociologists to dominate the social space of opinion formation 
represented by the op-ed given the nature of the academic and journalis-
tic fields. We think it would be possible, however, for Canadian sociolo-
gists to contribute as often as our colleagues in economics, history, pol-
itical science, and professional (law, medicine and engineering) schools 
to op-ed writing if we were to make this more of a disciplinary priority.  

The inherent nature of the disciplines of history, political science, 
and professional schools, we suggest, partly explains the patterns we 
found. Political scientists and historians, for example, have a natural ad-
vantage in terms of being experts on electoral politics, political leaders, 
and the history of our nation, subjects for which there is a natural “mar-
ket” for opinions in news media outlets. The same is true for the expert 
knowledge and status possessed by economists, legal scholars, and ex-
perts based in medical schools and the health sciences. 

Nonetheless, Canadian sociologists possess a wealth of knowledge 
regarding political sociology, social movements, the historical sociology 
of Canada, and policy-relevant questions related to the family, gender, 
poverty, crime, education, and inequality. If Canadian sociologists put 
their minds to this, they could, we believe, increase our profile in the 
social space of opinion by changing aspects of our training, professional 
practice, and priorities. Just as the American Sociological Association 
set up a task force partly to recommend incentives for more public soci-
ology, Canadian sociologists and their association could debate these 
issues and think through practical ways to emphasize and reward more 
involvement in public debate and dialogue. 

With regard to the recognition of public academic work, we are al-
ready seeing a push by social science administrators to make sociology, 
geography, and other related disciplines more publicly oriented and ac-
cessible. Some faculty may understandably regard this emerging pillar 
of university strategic planning as evidence of bottom-line concerns 
to obtain more funding through establishing new constituencies or cli-
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ent bases within our local community, filling in the shortfall left by the 
steady decline in government resources and part of a trend asking faculty 
to do more with less. There is a big difference, it should be emphasized, 
between the kind of politically progressive, even left-wing public so-
ciology we understand Burawoy to be promoting, and what many ad-
ministrators would have in mind if they asked faculty to give talks in 
local high schools to raise the university’s profile. We should not ignore, 
moreover, the extent to which moves towards more public relevance on 
our campuses are part of a growing manifestation of the university’s 
drive to increase enrollments and hence revenue, and broader changes 
in the institutional mission of the university (Stevens, Armstrong and 
Arum 2008). 

If public relevance is indeed an emerging priority of university ad-
ministrators, it may provide sociologists and other academic faculty an 
opportunity to demand a shift in the incentive structure for the different 
types of work that we perform. These broader social forces must be treat-
ed with care — and a certain level of skepticism — but they could legit-
imize the call for greater recognition of public intellectual work in all 
its forms, including, but not only, op-ed writing. If universities acknow-
ledge op-ed writing and other kinds of media work as ways of fulfilling 
a public relevancy mandate, it is logical for them to provide faculty with 
more preparation and training by public relations and communications 
professionals. Furthermore, the Canadian government, through SSHRC, 
could be encouraged to fund more projects to allow social scientists to 
reach broader publics than the recent priority of business audiences, al-
lowing Canadian academics to retain intellectual control over their re-
search agendas and results. To some extent this has happened at SSHRC 
in the past few years, with calls for its transition from research council 
to “knowledge council,” as well as a growing emphasis on “knowledge 
transfer” in the granting process (SSHRC 2005). We believe, however, 
it would be useful not only to sharpen our critical understanding of these 
issues in relation to the public sociology debate in Canada, but also to 
undertake a deep and broadly participatory discussion of the specific 
forms of public academic work to be encouraged, as we have done here 
with the op-ed.

Prior to the question about how we would make this kind of change 
in our professional practice if we so choose, we should think carefully 
about the issue of whether we should make writing op-eds an activ-
ity that is more valued and emphasized. Should Canadian academics, 
in general, and sociologists in particular, spend a significant amount of 
their time and energy engaging with the public through op-eds? Will this 
have real influence on public opinion about the vital social and political 
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issues we research and write about? Will it have a positive impact on 
Canadians’ understanding and appreciation of our discipline? Can we 
control how our ideas are used, within the journalistic field, or are we 
setting ourselves up to be used by policy makers and politicians to justify 
decisions made for other reasons?23 

There is also the question of whether print media forums such as 
newspaper op-eds provide the best outlet for public sociology interven-
tion given the opportunities represented by electronic blogs and the in-
ternet.24 If sociologists were to undertake efforts to improve our op-ed 
writing, it could be argued that we are getting there when the party is 
over, as a new wired culture pushes newspapers into economic decline 
and erodes their influence on public opinion. Though addressing the de-
bate about print media relevance is beyond the scope of this paper, we 
suspect that newspapers and traditional op-eds still retain influence in the 
broader culture even if their relationship with online media is changing 
dramatically (Bucy 2003). 

More fundamentally, one could argue that sociology’s relatively 
weak institutionalization in the Canadian context means that the first 
priority for the discipline must be the creation of a stronger and more 
professionalized research tradition similar to that of US sociology. This 
could be undermined by a serious focus on writing op-eds and other 
forms of public sociology (appearing on TV, giving public lectures, writ-
ing popular books and articles; see Davies; Goldberg and Van den Berg 
in this volume, as well as McLaughlin 2005). The “going professional” 
path25 does not necessarily mean that sociologists would give up on pub-
lic debate and policy sociology. A more professional sociology focused 
on rigorous research and training could well gain more academic ap-
pointments for sociologists over time, and thus increase the visibility of 
the discipline in the space of public opinion by following a model closer 
to economics (based on peer-reviewed articles) or history (high quality 
book publishing). The proponents of “professional not public sociology” 
could also well argue that the relatively low presence of sociology in 
the social space of opinion in Canada represented by op-eds flows from 
the oppositional, subcultural leftism within elements of the discipline 
(Davies, in this volume).

23. For a useful discussion of how public and/or policy sociology can lead to results that 
are beyond the control of the researcher, see Stacey (2007).

24. The importance of internet news and editorializing in shaping political activism and 
electoral outcomes was dramatically illustrated in Barack Obama’s Presidential vic-
tory of November 2008. Several analysts point out that progressive blogging played a 
crucial role in the success of Obama’s campaign (Ratcliff, 2008).

25. This phrase comes from a presentation by Scott Davies at McMaster in a forum on 
public sociology in Canada.
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Another possible perspective, however, is that efforts to participate 
on a level playing field with professional, or if one prefers, mainstream 
American sociology in terms of publishing ASA-style articles and tech-
nical and theoretically driven scholarship is a project doomed to failure.  
One could argue that the relatively “common sense” epistemology and 
traditional methodology of Canadian historians, the positivist, even sci-
entistic orientation of Canadian economics and the links between polit-
ical science and the Canadian state go a long way toward explaining their 
higher profile in the space of public opinion in our nation relative to the 
more methodologically diverse and politically radical culture of Can-
adian sociology (Gagnon 1987). From this perspective, while the strong 
currents of Marxism and feminism in Canadian sociology may help ex-
plain its relative marginalization in mainstream political dialogue, these 
traits of the discipline are arguably a cause for pride and celebration, not 
collective self-reproach (see Eichler 2001; Creese, McLaren and Pulk-
ingham; Byrm and Nakhaie; Helmes-Hayes all in this volume; see Acker 
2005 for this discussion in the American context).

These are big questions, obviously beyond the scope of this or any 
research design. The public sociology debate, in the context of Canada, 
represents one of the most important and interesting, albeit controversial 
topics for discussion within our discipline. We hope that it will be under-
taken with an eye towards research findings and empirical evidence. It 
will be particularly important to conduct research, as we have done here, 
that disaggregates various genres of public interventions that represent 
options for academics interested in reaching broader publics. In this 
light, we believe we have moved the conversation forward by laying 
out the first map of the op-ed opinion space in Canada, contributing, we 
hope, to both the debate on public sociology in Canada and the broader 
debate about academics and their publics. 
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